
Bright Ideas Lighting, located on the Outer Banks of Bright Ideas Lighting, located on the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina in the town of Kitty Hawk, has been North Carolina in the town of Kitty Hawk, has been 
providing lighting solutions for the area since 1992. providing lighting solutions for the area since 1992. 

Since its inception, Tony 
Gomez; the owner of Bright 
Ideas Lighting,  has provided 
customers with high-quality, 
energy efficient products at 
highly competitive prices.

Tony came to Greentek looking for a solar Tony came to Greentek looking for a solar Tony came to Greentek looking for a solar 
light he had been purchasing from another light he had been purchasing from another light he had been purchasing from another 
distributor. His experience, though not bad, distributor. His experience, though not bad, distributor. His experience, though not bad, 
was lacking with that distributor. He was was lacking with that distributor. He was was lacking with that distributor. He was 
encountering long lead times, low inventory, encountering long lead times, low inventory, encountering long lead times, low inventory, 
and slow service. and slow service. 
At Greentek, we have a huge selection of At Greentek, we have a huge selection of At Greentek, we have a huge selection of 
solar lights that fit nearly every application solar lights that fit nearly every application solar lights that fit nearly every application 
and shipping next day is a breeze for most and shipping next day is a breeze for most 
our line because we warehouse everything our line because we warehouse everything our line because we warehouse everything 
at our main office in Lawrenceville, GA.at our main office in Lawrenceville, GA.at our main office in Lawrenceville, GA.

One instance where Bright Ideas was able One instance where Bright Ideas was able 
to take advantage of our solar lights was by to take advantage of our solar lights was by to take advantage of our solar lights was by 
illuminating a very remote boat ramp over a illuminating a very remote boat ramp over a illuminating a very remote boat ramp over a 
mile from any traditional power source. mile from any traditional power source. mile from any traditional power source. 
Instead of digging a trench just to run Instead of digging a trench just to run Instead of digging a trench just to run 
power for one light, he could install our power for one light, he could install our power for one light, he could install our 
solar light that operates off a battery and solar light that operates off a battery and solar light that operates off a battery and 
the sun. Problem solved. This saved a ton the sun. Problem solved. This saved a ton the sun. Problem solved. This saved a ton 
of headaches and money for both Tony and of headaches and money for both Tony and of headaches and money for both Tony and 
his customer. Tony said, “he found our solar his customer. Tony said, “he found our solar his customer. Tony said, “he found our solar 
lights to be a better, easier, more cost-effeclights to be a better, easier, more cost-effeclights to be a better, easier, more cost-effec-
tive solution.” In addition to that, there are tive solution.” In addition to that, there are tive solution.” In addition to that, there are 
ordinances where he lives near the beach ordinances where he lives near the beach ordinances where he lives near the beach 
where you cannot disturb the ground, where you cannot disturb the ground, where you cannot disturb the ground, 
making solar-powered lighting a necessity. making solar-powered lighting a necessity. making solar-powered lighting a necessity. 
Many smaller communities are turning to Many smaller communities are turning to Many smaller communities are turning to 

The Town of Duck, Dare 
County’s northernmost 
community in North 
Carolina, is one of the 
most popular resort 
destinations on the east 
coast of the United States. 
The town commissioned
Bright Ideas Lighting to 
replace their crosswalk 
lights throughout the 
entire town.

“Your lights are right 
up my alley, when it 
comes to quality, 
dependability and 
their rugged exterior.”
Tony Gomez 
– Owner

Bright Ideas Lighting

How It Began

solar-powered lighting. Solar technology solar-powered lighting. Solar technology solar-powered lighting. Solar technology solar-powered lighting. Solar technology 
has grown much in the past ten years and has grown much in the past ten years and has grown much in the past ten years and has grown much in the past ten years and 
now they are more reliable than ever. now they are more reliable than ever. now they are more reliable than ever. 
Greentek’s All-in-One solar streetlight Greentek’s All-in-One solar streetlight Greentek’s All-in-One solar streetlight 
makes it easy when all you have to do is makes it easy when all you have to do is makes it easy when all you have to do is 
mount them in sufficient sunlight. No more mount them in sufficient sunlight. No more mount them in sufficient sunlight. No more 
dealing with separate batteries, solar dealing with separate batteries, solar dealing with separate batteries, solar 
panels, and lights.panels, and lights.

The Town of Duck, Dare County’s northernThe Town of Duck, Dare County’s northernThe Town of Duck, Dare County’s northernThe Town of Duck, Dare County’s northern-
most community in North Carolina, is one most community in North Carolina, is one most community in North Carolina, is one 
of the most popular resort destinations on of the most popular resort destinations on of the most popular resort destinations on 
the east coast of the United States. The the east coast of the United States. The 
town commissioned Bright Ideas Lighting town commissioned Bright Ideas Lighting town commissioned Bright Ideas Lighting 
to replace their crosswalk lights throughout to replace their crosswalk lights throughout to replace their crosswalk lights throughout to replace their crosswalk lights throughout 
the entire town. This was no small the entire town. This was no small the entire town. This was no small 
endeavor, but Tony and his fantastic endeavor, but Tony and his fantastic 
team executed the job on schedule, on team executed the job on schedule, on team executed the job on schedule, on 
budget, and exceeded the customer’s budget, and exceeded the customer’s budget, and exceeded the customer’s 
expectation by using Greentek’s expectation by using Greentek’s expectation by using Greentek’s 
All-in-One solar streetlight.All-in-One solar streetlight.All-in-One solar streetlight.

On the other side of the lighting spectrum, On the other side of the lighting spectrum, On the other side of the lighting spectrum, On the other side of the lighting spectrum, 
Bright Ideas Lighting works closely with Bright Ideas Lighting works closely with Bright Ideas Lighting works closely with 
government entities, mainly schools, government entities, mainly schools, government entities, mainly schools, 
retrofitting their gymnasiums. Tony has retrofitting their gymnasiums. Tony has retrofitting their gymnasiums. Tony has 
found that Greentek’s very popular, DLC found that Greentek’s very popular, DLC found that Greentek’s very popular, DLC 
listed UFO High Bay are the perfect listed UFO High Bay are the perfect listed UFO High Bay are the perfect 
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replacement for the aged HID fixtures located high above the replacement for the aged HID fixtures located high above the replacement for the aged HID fixtures located high above the replacement for the aged HID fixtures located high above the replacement for the aged HID fixtures located high above the 
floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine floor. Compared with other manufacturers, our lights outshine 
our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are our competitors’ products watt for watt. Greentek’s UFOs are 
leading the industry standard and setting the bar higher with leading the industry standard and setting the bar higher with leading the industry standard and setting the bar higher with leading the industry standard and setting the bar higher with leading the industry standard and setting the bar higher with 
every new iteration with their superior quality, ease of every new iteration with their superior quality, ease of every new iteration with their superior quality, ease of every new iteration with their superior quality, ease of every new iteration with their superior quality, ease of 
installation, and lumen efficacy. installation, and lumen efficacy. installation, and lumen efficacy. installation, and lumen efficacy. 

Bright Ideas Lighting also works with Dominion Energy, Bright Ideas Lighting also works with Dominion Energy, Bright Ideas Lighting also works with Dominion Energy, Bright Ideas Lighting also works with Dominion Energy, Bright Ideas Lighting also works with Dominion Energy, 
a major utility in North Carolina, implementing the LED a major utility in North Carolina, implementing the LED a major utility in North Carolina, implementing the LED a major utility in North Carolina, implementing the LED a major utility in North Carolina, implementing the LED 
lighting rebate program. Most utilities require that lights lighting rebate program. Most utilities require that lights lighting rebate program. Most utilities require that lights lighting rebate program. Most utilities require that lights lighting rebate program. Most utilities require that lights 
must be UL and DLC listed to qualify for rebates. DLC must be UL and DLC listed to qualify for rebates. DLC must be UL and DLC listed to qualify for rebates. DLC must be UL and DLC listed to qualify for rebates. DLC must be UL and DLC listed to qualify for rebates. DLC 
certifications are not easy to get and the lights that hold certifications are not easy to get and the lights that hold certifications are not easy to get and the lights that hold certifications are not easy to get and the lights that hold certifications are not easy to get and the lights that hold 
these certifications are tested at a high standard for these certifications are tested at a high standard for these certifications are tested at a high standard for 
reliability, efficiency, and safety. Greentek is a manufacturer.reliability, efficiency, and safety. Greentek is a manufacturer.reliability, efficiency, and safety. Greentek is a manufacturer.reliability, efficiency, and safety. Greentek is a manufacturer.reliability, efficiency, and safety. Greentek is a manufacturer.
We have full control over the material and components We have full control over the material and components We have full control over the material and components We have full control over the material and components We have full control over the material and components 
used in the process. This means that we can ensure that used in the process. This means that we can ensure that used in the process. This means that we can ensure that used in the process. This means that we can ensure that used in the process. This means that we can ensure that 
each light we sell has been thoroughly vetted for its each light we sell has been thoroughly vetted for its each light we sell has been thoroughly vetted for its each light we sell has been thoroughly vetted for its each light we sell has been thoroughly vetted for its 
performance and efficiency. We specialize in obtaining performance and efficiency. We specialize in obtaining performance and efficiency. We specialize in obtaining performance and efficiency. We specialize in obtaining performance and efficiency. We specialize in obtaining 
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DLC certifications and our customers reap the benefits DLC certifications and our customers reap the benefits DLC certifications and our customers reap the benefits DLC certifications and our customers reap the benefits DLC certifications and our customers reap the benefits 
through the rebate programs offered across the country.through the rebate programs offered across the country.through the rebate programs offered across the country.through the rebate programs offered across the country.through the rebate programs offered across the country.
“Your lights are right up my alley, when it comes to quality, “Your lights are right up my alley, when it comes to quality, “Your lights are right up my alley, when it comes to quality, “Your lights are right up my alley, when it comes to quality, “Your lights are right up my alley, when it comes to quality, 
dependability and their rugged exterior.” My customers are dependability and their rugged exterior.” My customers are dependability and their rugged exterior.” My customers are dependability and their rugged exterior.” My customers are dependability and their rugged exterior.” My customers are 
end users of your product. They are the ones that must end users of your product. They are the ones that must end users of your product. They are the ones that must end users of your product. They are the ones that must end users of your product. They are the ones that must 
deal with the lighting after its installed. To this day, I have deal with the lighting after its installed. To this day, I have deal with the lighting after its installed. To this day, I have deal with the lighting after its installed. To this day, I have deal with the lighting after its installed. To this day, I have 
not had any complaints. “You all have been good to me and not had any complaints. “You all have been good to me and not had any complaints. “You all have been good to me and not had any complaints. “You all have been good to me and not had any complaints. “You all have been good to me and 
have helped me out a lot.” The service I have received and have helped me out a lot.” The service I have received and have helped me out a lot.” The service I have received and have helped me out a lot.” The service I have received and have helped me out a lot.” The service I have received and 
the personal interest that Greentek takes in my business the personal interest that Greentek takes in my business the personal interest that Greentek takes in my business the personal interest that Greentek takes in my business the personal interest that Greentek takes in my business 
only adds to an already beneficial relationship.only adds to an already beneficial relationship.only adds to an already beneficial relationship.only adds to an already beneficial relationship.
If you are looking for a complete LED retrofit of your facility If you are looking for a complete LED retrofit of your facility If you are looking for a complete LED retrofit of your facility If you are looking for a complete LED retrofit of your facility If you are looking for a complete LED retrofit of your facility 
and reduce energy consumption, Bright Ideas Lighting and reduce energy consumption, Bright Ideas Lighting and reduce energy consumption, Bright Ideas Lighting and reduce energy consumption, Bright Ideas Lighting and reduce energy consumption, Bright Ideas Lighting 
provides a free no-obligation estimate/survey of your provides a free no-obligation estimate/survey of your provides a free no-obligation estimate/survey of your 
lighting, showing you a return on investment, annual lighting, showing you a return on investment, annual lighting, showing you a return on investment, annual lighting, showing you a return on investment, annual lighting, showing you a return on investment, annual 
savings, upgrade costs and available rebates in the area. savings, upgrade costs and available rebates in the area. savings, upgrade costs and available rebates in the area. savings, upgrade costs and available rebates in the area. savings, upgrade costs and available rebates in the area. 
Bright Ideas Lighting is your best bet for trusted, quality, Bright Ideas Lighting is your best bet for trusted, quality, Bright Ideas Lighting is your best bet for trusted, quality, Bright Ideas Lighting is your best bet for trusted, quality, Bright Ideas Lighting is your best bet for trusted, quality, 
and reliable work. and reliable work. and reliable work. 

My customers are end users
of your product. They are the 
ones that must deal with the
lighting after its installed. 
To this day, I have not had 
any complaints.

-Tony Gomez

Looking for a complete LED retrofit 
of your facility and reduce energy 
consumption?  Bright Ideas Lighting 
provides a free no-obligation estimate/survey
of your lighting, showing you a return on 
investment, annual savings, upgrade 
costs and available rebates in the area.


